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 My name is John Q. Student and the piece of art that I have 
done and have chosen to critique is End of Time. This piece was 
completed on May 4th, 2001. The size of the piece is 14�x18�.  The 
period of art is 21st century art. The culture in which this piece was 
created was during a time of peace in the United States of America. 
The style of my piece is very Expressionistic.  The piece of famous 
piece of artwork that I have chosen to critique along with my own 
work is Raphael�s St. Michael Trampling on the Devil, also known as 
The Large St.Michael. The period of art in which this was completed 
was the High Renaissance. The early 16th century painting is 
approximately 128 x160 cm. The Large St. Michael was done in 1518. 
 End of Time and The Large St.Michael are similar because they 
were done with dark values and colors. They both use very little 
negative space. The End of Time and The Large St.Michael both have a 
sense of movement. The Large St.Michael arm looks like it will 
complete a sweeping movement down onto his archenemy. End of 
Time is a series of sweeping swirls falling down the canvas. Both 
Raphael and I use oil paints to create our masterpieces. Raphael�s The 
Large St. Michael and my End of Time both express a power struggle.  
 End of Time  is different than The Large St. Michael because The 
Large St. Michael is representational in form and how the figures are 
depicted and End of Time is more abstract in form with non-
representational shapes. Proportionally, in The Large St. Michael has 
the archangel taking up two-thirds of the canvas and his archenemy 
taking up one-third of the canvas. In End of Time, the giant swirls are 
proportionally the same as the other swirls taking up the entire 
canvas. Technically, Raphael use various fine oil brushes on an oil 
panel transferred on canvas. I used very big brushes on canvas that 
create larger strokes and less detail. Expressively, Cuzin says that �the 
relief effect of the bodies and draperies have a sculptural look, and is 
exactly in the spirit of the Greco-Roman sculpture with its precisely 
observed musculature�and it�s folds sharply marked and gathered in 
sheaves over the body (Raphael: His Life and His Works, 228, 1983).� 
My own piece, End of Time, expresses freedom and control. 
 When I created my own piece, End of Time, I thought about 
looking above a large crowd of dancing figures and ladies in flowing 
dresses celebrating. However, the figures were moving so fast that 
they all blurred into objects rather than people. I felt freedom and 



control in my brush strokes as I put on strokes of paint. I think 
Raphael was thinking about the power of one being overcoming 
another when he created The Large St. Michael. I think he wanted to 
make it realistic like a snap shot photo  
 I think that the End of Time was executed in oil on canvas very 
well because you cannot see any canvas through the oil painting in it�s 
impasto style. The meaning of the work is very modern and serious. 
The work measures today�s youth culture like a thermometer, showing 
their desire to celebrate even when it might be the End of Time.  I also 
think that The Large St. Michael is a well-executed piece because 
shows action in the days of the Renaissance where piety and 
reverence were very important. Raphael takes a risk by showing 
figures in movement. The oil painting is done with great detail and 
concentration on light, darkness, and visual texture. The significance 
of the classic �good overcoming evil� scenario is not cliché, but very 
exciting and universal. 
 

 
 
(a) �End of Time� by John Q. Student* 
 
 

 
 
(b) �(Psuedo) The Large St. Michael� by �Raphael�* 
 
*Clip Art inserted from Microsoft Clip Art Online 
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